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Abstract 
Parametrically driven waves in weakly dissipative systems with one extended dimensión are considered. Múltiple scale 
techniques are used to derive amplitude equations describing the interaction between counterpropagating waves. Dissipation, 
detuning and forcing are all assumed to be weak and any coupling to mean fields (such as large scale flows in fluid systems) 
is ignored. If the aspect ratio is moderately large the system is described by a pair of nonlocal equations for the (complex) 
amplitudes of the waves. The dynamics of these equations are studied both in annular and bounded geometries with lateral 
walls. The equations admit spatially uniform solutions in the form of standing waves and spatially nonuniform solutions with 
both simple and complex time-dependence. Transitions among these states are investigated as a function of the driving in 
three particular cases. ©2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
In the last few years there has been considerable interest in the dynamics of counterpropagating waves in paramet-
rically driven systems. The simplest situation arises when only one unbounded direction, hereafter referred to as the 
x direction, is present. In such systems waves can propágate to the left or right but, as shown by Riecke et al. [1] and 
Walgraef [2], the parametric forcing provides a coupling which favors, at small amplitude, the presence of an equal 
amplitude superposition of these waves, hereafter referred to as standing waves (SW). Typical examples arise in the 
Faraday system on a line (or in annular geometry) in which surface gravity-capillary waves are excited by vertical 
acceleration of the container with frequency 2co; the frequency of the resulting waves is then near co, i.e., near half 
of the driving frequency [3]. A similar situation arises in parametrically excited edge waves [4]. These waves are 
At 
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= iaAxx + cgAx 
= iaBxx - cgBx -
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longshore waves driven by waves normally incident on a sloping beach. Related situations also arise in nonlinear 
optics [5] and more generally in systems undergoing an oscillatory instability inthe presence of parametric forcing 
[6,7]. 
In the present paper we are interested in weakly dissipative systems with one extended dimensión. We consider 
systems that are invariant under spatial translations and reflection in this direction and assume that in the absence 
of parametric forcing all waves decay. Near threshold we write the physical variables in the form 
u(x, í) = {A(x, t)émt+{kx + B(x,
 t)Qia"~ikx + c.c.Juo + • • • , (1) 
where co is half the driving frequency and k = k{co) is the corresponding wave number, and focus on patterns 
with (large) spatial period L. We assume that the wave amplitudes A and B are small and that \AXX\ <c \AX\ <c 
\A\, \BXX\ < \BX\ < |fi|, \At\ < \A\, \Bt\ < \B\, i.e., that they also vary slowly inboth space and time. A 
standard múltiple scale procedure then leads to a pair of equations of the form, cf [8] 
(2) 
(3) 
Here /z > 0 denotes the (small) amplitude of the parametric forcing; the coefficients 5 > 0, a and cg measure 
the decay rate, dispersión and group velocity of the wavetrains in the absence of forcing. The coefficients of the 
nonlinear self- and cross-interaction terms are denoted by j3 and y, and are assumed to be such that j3 + y ^ 0. 
In an annular domain of length L the spatial periodicity implies that the boundary conditions for A and B are 
A(x + L,t)ée = A(x,t), B(x + L,t)e~ie = B(x,t), (4) 
where 6 = kL (mod2;r) measures the mismatch between the natural wavelength of the pattern and the domain 
period. 
The change of variables A = A
 e
10x/L, B = B
 e~
10x/L, corresponding to changing the wave number from k to 
k = k — 0/L (the closest wave number allowed by the periodicity), transforms Eqs. (2)-(4) into the form 
At = iaAxx +AX-(S + iv)A + i(J3\A\2 + y\B\2)A + fiB, (5) 
Bt = iaBxx -BX-(S + iv)B + i(P\B\2 + y\A\2)B + ¿A, (6) 
A(x + L,t) = A(x,t), B(x + L,t) = B(x,t). (7) 
In writing these equations we have dropped the tildes and introduced the quantity v = co — Í2 that takes into account 
the small detuning between co and the closest natural frequency of the system, Í2, associated with the shifted wave 
number. Thus the detuning is nonzero when the wavelength selected by the driving frequency is incommensurate 
with the prescribed spatial period. In addition we have chosen the unit of time such that the group speed of the 
waves with the shifted wave number is one, assuming that the phase and group velocities of the waves have the 
same sign; if this is not the case the roles of A and B are interchanged. The shift in the wave number also introduces 
small corrections to a, S and the coefficients /3, y of the nonlinear terms whichweabsorb into the definitionof these 
coefficients. 
The solutions of Eqs. (5)-(7) depend on the domain size L and the magnitude of the damping, detuning and 
forcing. There are two regimes that are of particular interest. To identify these we note that the stability of the trivial 
state A = B = 0 with respect to perturbations with (complex) growth rate s and wave number 2nn/L is described 
by the dispersión relation: 
(s + S)2 + [v- InnjL + a(2jtn/L)2]2 - ¡J2 = 0. (8) 
¿ Z ~ í L - 1 
(5 
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Fig. 1. Instability threshold (solid line) for the trivial state A = B = 0 from (a) Eqs. (5)-(7) and (b) (shaded región) Eqs. (38)-(40). (c) Sub and 
super-critical branches of standing waves from (38)-(40) for v > 0 and v < 0. The parameters [i and v are unscaled in (a,b) as in Eqs. (5) and 
(6), but are scaled in (c) as in Eqs. (38) and (39). 
Thus for each integer n there is a tongue of instability /x > \in, 
¡i\= S2 + [v - 27tn/L + a(27tn/L)2]2, (9) 
whose minimum is independent of both n and the detuning v (see Fig. la). The instability gives rise to nontrivial 
solutions in the form of uniform standing waves (SW), |A| = |Z?| = constant; these may in turn be unstable with 
respect to wavelength-changing side-band instabilities as in the experiments [9]. However, as suggested by Fig. 
la, if 8 <^ 1 and L ^> 1 these wavelength-changing instabilities can be described by Eqs. (5)-(7) only if 0(L~l) 
variation of v is allowed; if the variation of v about a tongue minimum is restrictedto be Ü(L~2), and both damping 
and forcing remain sufficiently small (see Fig. Ib), wavelength-changing instabilities cannot occur. For the n = 0 
tongue this is the case in the distinguished limit: 
/x (10) 
In this limit the advection at the group velocity is fast relative to the growth rate of the instability and we write 
(A, B) = L~l (A, B), (JE, t) = L(x, i) and suppose that (S, v, n) = L~2(S, v, ¡i). Dropping tildes, we obtain 
A, AX=L~ 
l(iaAxx -(8 + \v)A + i(P\A\2 + y\B\2)A + fiB), 
B, + Bx =L-\ictBx (S + iv)B + i(p\B\2 + y\A\2)B + /¿A). 
(11) 
(12) 
It follows that A = A0(r¡,r) + L~lA]_{í],^, r) -\ ,B = B0(%,r) + L~lB]_{í],^, r) -\ , where r¡ = x + í, 
f = x - t and x = t/L2. At £>(L_1) one now obtains 
-2Ai$ = - A 0 r + iaA0)))) - (5 + iv)A0 + i(/3|A0|2 + y\B0\2)A0 + /¿B0, (13) 
+2fli„ = -B0t + iaBm - (5 + iv)B0 + i(P\B0\2 + y|A0|2)fí0 + fiA0. (14) 
The solvability conditions for these two equations now give 
A0r = iaAonr, - (8 + iv)A0 + i(P\A0\2 + y<|fío|2»A0 + fi(B0), (15) 
B0t = iaBm - (5 + iv)B0 + i(P\B0\2 + y<|A0|2»fio + l¿(A0), (16) 
with 
Ao(í?+l,T) = A0(í?,T), B 0 ( f + l , T ) = B0(f,T). (17) 
Here (...}= f0 ... dr¡ or f0 ... df denotes an average over the spatial variable r¡ or f. 
Eqs. (15) and (16) describe the slow dynamics at sufficiently smallforcing, damping and detuningforfixedL ^> 1, 
or equivalently, for large (but not too large) valúes of L and fixed, small valúes of /x, 5 and v. In the following we 
refer to these as the nonlocal equations, and drop the subscript 0 on the amplitudes AQ,BQ. For strongly dissipative 
systems related nonlocal equations are obtained in [10-12]. 
The second regime of interest applies when 5 ~ v ~ \x = 0{L~l). In this case, if dx and dt are both C(L_ 1) 
the dispersión terms are of higher order (C(L~2)) and Eqs. (5) and (6) are replaced by the hyperbolic (and local) 
system 
At-Ax = -(8 + iv)A + i(J3\A\2 + Y\B\2)A + ¿B, (18) 
Bt + Bx = -(8 + iv)B + i(P\B\2 + y\A\2)B + /xA, (19) 
cf. [12-14]. As will be discussed in detail elsewhere, equations of this type need not be well posed. This is because in 
some circumstances the integration generates small scale motions. When these scales are 0(L~l) the replacement 
of Eqs. (5) and (6) by Eqs. (18) and (19) is invalidated, i.e., the appearance of scales of this size in the integration 
indicates abreakdownof the hyperbolic system. Moreover, evenif these equations are well-posed, they canprovide 
a poor approximation to (5) and (6) because of the neglected higher order dispersive terms, cf. [12,14]. On the 
other hand, in the present case the parametric forcing couples the phases of A and B and thereby introduces a new 
source of complex dynamics into the system (18) and (19) that is absent inthe unforced case studiedby Martel and 
Vega [12,14]. In particular, for reasons already mentioned, the forced hyperbolic system (18) and (19) does admit 
side-band instabilities. 
Inthe presentpaperwe focus onthe dynamics describedby the nonlocal equations (15)—(17) only. These equations 
have four symmetries, 
r] ->- r] + constató, r] ->- —r¡, f -+ f + constató, f -+ —f, (20) 
in addition to 
í : ( A , f i ) ^ ( A e i f f , f i e " i f f ) , k : (A, B) -+ (B, A). (21) 
The former is the manifestation of translation invariance on fast spatial scales; the latter will be referred to as the 
interchange symmetry. However, only the translation symmetry x -* x + constató and the symmetries a and 
A ^> B, x ^> — x, (22) 
are symmetries of Eqs. (5)-(7); the symmetry (22) is a consequence of the invariance of the original physical 
problem under spatial reflection. Thus a solution of (15)—(17) yields a reflection-symmetric solution of (5)-(7) if 
and only if it is invariant under the symmetry 
A±>Béa°, ¡¡±>-ri + c0, (23) 
for some constants ero and CQ. The additional symmetries are symmetries of the leading order averaged equations 
only, but are not expected to be present at higher order (cf [15]). Thus care must be taken not to overinterpret the 
symmetries of the solutions of the leading order equations (15)—(17). 
In Section 2, we describe the modifications to the averaged equations that are necessary in order to describe the 
corresponding dynamics in a system with lateral walls. Our weakly dissipative formulation requires that we take 
the reflection coefficient at the walls to be near unity, i.e., that the sidewalls be almost perfectly reflecting. We 
then summarize in Section 3 the linear stability properties of the trivial state and of nontrivial but spatially uniform 
solutions of both sets of equations. Section 4 describes the properties of these equations in the four distinct cases 
identified by the linear stability analysis in Section 3. Throughout we take /x to be the bifurcation parameter and 
study numerically the sequence of transitions as /x increases. We find a large variety of different solution types 
including states we cali standing waves in which A = B with both uniform in space, states in which A = B but both 
are nonuniform, states in which A ^ B with one amplitude (e.g., A) uniform in space and the other (B) nonuniform, 
and finally states in which both are nonuniform and different. Each of these states can exhibit different types of 
dynamics in time. Because of (20) and (21) these conditions are defined modulo translations, reflection and phase 
shifts. It should be noted that since A(r¡, x) = A(x + í, x) and fi(f, x) = B(x — í, x) a state in which A = B 
but A is nonuniform actually corresponds to an osciUatory state with (periodic) time-dependence on the advection 
timescale t. Any time-dependence arising from the slower timescale x is superposed on top of this faster oscillation. 
Aside from numerous instances of hy steresis and chaos associated with the transitions between the above states we 
also describe states that could be interpreted as describing modes reminiscent of those seen in experiments on the 
Faraday system [9]. However, the preliminary treatment discussed in the present paper is not a rigorous description 
of the Faraday system because of the neglect of large scale hydrodynamic flows. This issue is addressed in Section 
5 and will form the focus of a subsequent paper. 
2. Effect of distant side boundaries 
We consider next the situation in which the spatial domain is bounded laterally by two boundaries a distance 
L y>> l apart. Then the amplitude equations (2) and (3) apply only in the domain - L / 2 < x < L/2 and the 
appropriate boundary conditions are 
B=rA, cg(Bx+rAx) = (\-\r\2)[^A + i(Y-P)r\A\2A\ atx = - L / 2 , (24) 
A = rB, cg(Ax+rBx) = (\r\2-\)[^B + i(Y-P)r\B\2B] atx = L/2, (25) 
where r ^ 0 is a complex reflection coefficient assumed to be identical for both boundaries. These boundary 
conditions are obtained by matching the solution in the bulk (—L/2 < x < L/2) to the boundary layers in the 
regions \x ± L/2| ~ 1 as described by Martel and Vega [12]. Note that these boundary layers are wide, but under 
our assumptions do not extend across the whole domain. The distinguished limit discussed here is 
lnlrl 
0 < á — ~ S ~ 
L 
phase r 
¡i, \B\ (26) 
and corresponds to almost perfectly reflecting sidewalls: \r — 11 ~ L l. Proceeding as in the previous section, we 
introduce the new variables (and parameters) 
A = Lr-xlLA/JTg, B = LrxlLB/JTg, x = x/L, t = t cg/L, (27) 
l n | r | \ L2 _ ( phaser\ L2 
¡1 = /J,L /cg, á = ce/cg, (28) 
cg \ L J cg 
allowing us to rewrite (2) and (3), and (24) and (25) in the form (after dropping the tildes) 
At-Ax = L~l[iaAxx - (á + iv)A + i(J3\A\2 + y\B\2)A + ¿B] + 0(L~2), (29) 
Bt + Bx = L~l[iaBxx - (á + iv)B + i(/3\B\2 + y\A\2)B + /xA] + 0(L~2), (30) 
with 
A = B, Ax + Bx = 0(L~2) atx = ± i . (31) 
Here 5 and v are the effective decay rate and detuning in the presence of the boundaries; the sidewalls amplify or 
damp the waves depending on whether \r\ > 1 or |r| < 1. In writing these equations we have again assumed that 
the group and phase velocities are of the same sign. If this is not the case the effective reflection coefncient becomes 
r
_1
, as discussed in [12] in the context of an oscillatory instability in large but bounded domains. Thus in the new 
variables the problem has been transformed into one with perfectly reflecting boundary conditions and if we neglect 
the 0{L~2) terms (as we hereafter do) we can relate the resulting solutions to those of the problem with periodic 
boundary conditions. We do this by defining the new variable C by 
C(x,t) = A(x,t) m-\<x<\, C{x,t) = B{\-x,t) m\<x<\ (32) 
C(x + 2,t) = C(x,t) (33) 
for all x. Thus C has continuous second derivatives on the entire line and satisfies 
Q(x, t) - Cx(x, t) = L-l[iaCxx(x, t) - (8 + iv)C(x, t) + I], (34) 
where 
l = i(fi\C(x,t)\2 + y\C(l -x,t)\2)C(x,t) + ijXJ(l -x,t). (35) 
Then, if we proceed as in Section 1 when deriving Eqs. (15) and (16), we readily conclude that, to leading order, 
C0r = iaC0rin - (á + iv)C0 + i(/3|C0|2 + y<|Co|2»C0 + /x(C0}, (36) 
Cofo+ l , r ) = CoO?, r), foraUíj. (37) 
In writing Eqs. (36) and (37) we have rescaled the characteristic variable r¡ so as to make the spatial period equal to 
1. This entails a rescaling of a to its correct valué for a domain of length 1. Again, (...) denotes a spatial average 
with respect to r¡. In the following we drop the subscript on CQ. 
As in the annular geometry the physical interpretation of the solutions of this equation requires going back to the 
dennition (32) and (33). Thus a state in which C is nonuniform in r¡ corresponds to a state with oscillations on the 
fast advection timescale; any time-dependence on the slower timescale x is superposed on such oscillations. 
The appearance of the periodic boundary conditions (37) should come as no surprise, since problems with 
Neumannboundary conditions can always be embedded in problems with periodic boundary conditions with period 
twice the domain length [16]. Because of this construction the resulting problem (36) and (37) is equivariant under 
bothtranslations); -> r¡ + constató, and reflections); -> —r¡, i.e.,thepresenceofthesesymmetriesisaconsequence 
of the Neumannboundary conditions requiredby our scaling. Moreover, Eqs. (36) and (37) are a restriction of Eqs. 
(15)—(17) to the invariant subspace A = B, up to a trivial constató phase shift. This subspace includes the primary 
solution branch. However, not all global attractors of (15)—(17) are of this type and henee in some cases Eqs. (36) 
and (37) exhibit new dynamics. We discuss the differences between the solutions of Eqs. (15)—(17) and (36) and 
(37) in Section 4. 
3. Basic properties of the equations 
In this section we describe some basic properties of the nonlocal problems (15)—(17) and (36). After rescaling x 
and (A, B) (and taking the complex conjúgate in (15)—(17) and (36) and (37) if j3 + y < 0) we can set 5 = 1 and 
j3 + y = 1- Under these conditions the two problems take the form 
Ar = xaAm - (1 + iv)A + i[/S|A|2 + (1 - /3)(\B\2}]A + /x(B), (38) 
Bx = i a % - (1 + iv)B + i[P\B\2 + (1 - ¡3){\A\2)]B + /x(A>, (39) 
A ( Í J + 1 , T ) = A(ÍJ ,T) , B(M + l , r ) = fl(£, r), (40) 
and 
C r = xaCm - (1 + iv)C + i[/3|C|2 + (1 - P)(\C\2}]C + /x(C), (41) 
C ( Í J + 1 , T ) = C( Í J ,T ) . (42) 
3.1. Linear theory 
The linear stability properties of the trivial solution A = B = 0 within Eqs. (38)-(40) are easily described. 
Infinitesimal perturbations of the form exp(ír) with wave number 2nn satisfy the dispersión relation 
(s + l )2 + v2 = ¡j2 if« = 0, (s + l)2 + v2 = 0 ifn=é0, (43) 
where 
v„ = v +a{2nn)2. (44) 
Thus instability sets in at \xc = Vi + v2, with n = 0, in agreement with Eq. (9) in the limit (10). For n ^ 0, Re s = 
-1 and henee all nonuniform modes decay. Moreover, the exact relation 
^lj \A\2^-fo \B\2áA=-2(l iA]2^~l|fi|2dí]) (45) 
provides a first integral and indicates that the manifold (|A|2) = (|fi|2)is invariant and globally attracting. Conse-
quently, spatially uniform/>rogre55/ve waves (i.e., solutions of the type \A\ = constató, |fi| = constató, \A\ ^ |fi|) 
do not appear. This is in contrast to the related problem of a parametrically forced Hopf bifurcation that is described 
by similar equations but with (nonlinear) coefficients that are not puré imaginary [1,2]. 
Spatially uniform steady solutions (i.e., standing waves) take the form A = R expi^A, B = R expi</>#, where 
R, <f>A and 4>B are constants. It follows that 
IJ2 = 1 + (v - R2)2, ixCOS{<PA +4>B) = 1 (46) 
(see Fig. le). The stability properties of this solution are determined from the dispersión relation for perturbations 
of the form 
A = Ré4'A{l + a), B = Ré^il+b). (47) 
We find that the SW are stable with respect to spatially uniform perturbations for all R when v < 0 and for R2 > v 
if v > 0, and that they are unstable if 0 < R2 < v. This instability sets in along the straight line R2 = v in Fig. 2 
and corresponds to a saddle-node bifurcation (Fig. le). Nonuniform perturbations with wave number 2nn lead to 
the dispersión relation 
(s + l)2 + (R2 - v„)2 + 2¡3R2(R2 - v„) = 0, (48) 
with vn defined in (44). Consequently the SW also lose stability along the curves 
1 + (v„ - R2)(vn - (2/3 + l)R2) = 0, « = 1 , 2 , . . . . (49) 
Inview of the relation (44) these are hyperbolas inthe (v, R2) plañe. Fig. 2 summarizes the stability results inthis 
plañe, thereby avoiding complications arising from the presence of múltiple SW in the (v, /x) plañe (cf Fig. le). 
Four distinct regimes are identified, depending on the sign of the dispersión coefficient a and the magnitude of the 
self-interaction coefficient fi: (i) 2/3 + 1 > 0, a > 0, (ii) 2/3 + 1 < 0, a > 0, (iii) 2/3 + 1 < 0, a < 0, (iv) 
2 / 5 + l > 0 , a < 0. In each case stable spatially uniform SW appear when v = 0 and R (equivalently /x) increases. 
Fig. 2. Stability properties of spatially uniform, steady solutions A = B of Eqs. (38)-(40) for (i) 2/? + 1 > 0, a > 0, (ii) 2/? + 1 < 0, a > 0, 
(iii) 2/? + 1 < 0, a < 0 and (iv) 2/? + 1 > 0, a < 0. The shaded regions indícate instability; heavy lines indícate neutral stability curves, 
while the thin dashed lines show the asymptotes of the hyperbolas (44) and (49). 
This is because we are focusing on the n = 0 instability tongue (see Fig. Ib). In the first three cases these spatially 
uniform SW lose stability with respect to spatially nonuniform perturbations as R increases further. Note that these 
instabilities occur despite the fact that in the present scaling the corresponding instability tongues (9) are absent, 
i.e., without the nonlinear destabilization all nonuniform modes decay. However, as shown in Fig. 2, the small 
damping rate allows even small nonlinearities to excite such modes. Fig. 2 also shows that when a > 0 stability is 
lost to successively higher valúes of n as v decreases. Moreover, if 2/3 + 1 > 0 the slopes of the asymptotes (thin 
dashed lines) of the hyperbolas (44) and (49) have the same sign, and henee for fixed v the SW can lose and regain 
stability several times as R2 (i.e., as the control parameter /x) increases; however, if 2/3 + 1 < 0 the SW never regain 
stability once they lose it. In contrast, if a < 0 the S W can only lose stability to spatially uniform perturbations or 
to nonuniform perturbations with n = 1, and the stability boundary is the unión of parts of the first hyperbola and 
the n = 0 boundary. In this case, if 2/3 + 1 < 0 the first hyperbola extends over all v and the SW lose stability with 
increasing forcing \x regardless of v; on the other hand when 2/3 + 1 > 0 all SW are stable at sufficiently large /x. 
The linear stability properties of the uniform solution C = constató of Eqs. (41) and (42) are identical. However, 
as described in Section 4, the subsequent solutions of Eqs. (38)-(40), andof (41) and (42) neednotbe the same. 
3.2. Origin ofdrifts oftype I 
In the results reported in Section 4 we distinguish two types of phase drifts, type I and type II. Both drifts have a 
simple and related origin as we now explain. 
Considera system that isequivariantundertranslationsx -> x+ constató and reflection x -> - x . Whenperiodic 
boundary conditions are imposed such a system has the symmetry 0(2) of rotations and reflections of a circle. A 
primary steady state bifurcation from the trivial state produces a circle of nontrivial renection-symmetric steady 
states distinguished by their spatial phase [17]. In the following we consider a secondary steady state bifurcation 
from such a circle of renection-symmetric states, not necessarily of small amplitude. If this bifurcation breaks the 
reflection symmetry it is associated with a (steady) drift along the group orbit, i.e., a drift in spatial phase. Such a 
bifurcation is called a parity-breaking bifurcation. The resulting solution takes the form 
fa(x,r) = fs(x + cr) + cga(x+a) + --- , \c\ « 1, (50) 
where the subscripts s and a indicate functions that are symmetric and asymmetric with respect to reflection, and 
á = c + • • • , c = (fi — fid — c )c + • • • , (51) 
cf [18,19]. Here we have assumed that the secondary bifurcation takes place at \xd and is supercritical. Thus 
when c = O the solution is symmetric and does not drift; steadily drifting states are described by solutions with c = 
±-s/l¿ - \ Í ¿ , the sign indicating the direction of the drift. Note that the drift direction is determined by the asymmetry 
of the drifting state, and vice versa. The same behavior applies to parity-breaking bifurcation from a circle of standing 
waves, or more generally from a circle of strange attractors, with Floquet or Lyapunov exponents corresponding 
to nonreflection-symmetric eigenfunctions playing the role of the zero eigenvalue in the above discussion. In each 
case the instability introduces a spatial drift into the dynamics and henee an additional frequeney. 
In Section 4 we encounter drifts of this type in the solutions of both (38)-(40), and of (41) and (42), and identify 
their consequence for the dynamics of the reconstructed physical variable u defined by (1). 
3.3. Origin ofdrifts oftype II 
To understand the origin of drifts oftype II it is helpful to reexamine drifts oftype I from a different perspective. 
At small amplitude (i.e., near onset of the primary instability) the symmetric function in (50) can be written in the 
form 
/ I ( i ) = A e ^ + c . c , (52) 
Consequently the translation and reflection equivariance responsible for the group orbit of reflection-symmetric 
solutions are equivalent to equivariance under 
a : A^ Aeiff, íc : A^A, (53) 
and the parity-breaking bifurcation therefore generates a drift in the phase of the complex amplitude A. This way of 
looking at the symmetries of the problem makes contact with drifts of type II which arise when a bifurcation breaks 
the interchange symmetry A o B in Eqs. (38)-(40). In this case the relevant symmetries are given by (21) but 
these still constitute a representation of the group 0(2). The symmetric (or ¿-invariant) solutions now correspond to 
states with A = B (modulo translations, reflection and phase shifts), with the symmetry íc broken whenever A ^ B. 
In this case the solution of (38)-(40) near the symmetry breaking bifurcation is readily seen to be of the form 
A = Qia[As(r]) + ca(r])+ •••], B = Q~ia[Bs^) - ca<M) + • • • ], (54) 
where (As, Bs) is the basic symmetric solution, (a(r¡), —a (f))is the marginally stable eigen-mode at the bifurcation 
point, anda ande are real and given again by (51); notethatc = C(|A|2 - \B\2). Thus the phases of A and B will 
rotate in opposite directions. 
The drifts just discussed carne about as a result of a reflection-breaking steady state instability and were therefore 
time-independent. Symmetry-breaking Hopf bifurcations are also accompanied by drifts [20]; however, since the 
resulting periodic orbit is symmetric with respect to A = B the net drift vanishes. Consequently, net type II drift can 
be used as a diagnostic of the symmetry of the attractor. In fact drifts of both types may be present simultaneously. 
This is because the symmetry group of Eqs. (38)-(40) is the larger group 0(2) x 0(2) x 0(2), where the first 
two symmetries come from translations and reflections in the comoving variables r¡ and f and the third acts by 
(21). Bifurcations breaking any of the three possible reflection symmetries produce drifts by the mechanisms just 
described. Tountanglethetwotypesofdriftitisconvenienttofocusonthephasesofthe^ = 0, k = 1 anák = - 1 
Fourier components of each solution. Any drift in the phase of the k = O component will be entirely of type II 
and henee due to asymmetry with respect to the invariant subspace A = B. Conversely, drifts in the phases of the 
k = ±1 components of A and B will be entirely due to type I drift provided A = B, cf [21], but if A ^ B the 
overall phase drift will be a superposition of both types of drift. In contrast, Eqs. (41) and (42) can only exhibit type 
I drifts that result from the 0(2) symmetry associated with the invariance of (41) and (42) under spatial translations 
and reflection; this drift will be seen in the phases of the k = ± 1 Fourier components of C. 
4. Results 
In this section we discuss detailed numerical solutions of both Eqs. (38)-(40) and of (41) and (42) and compare 
and contrast their behavior. The results are presented for zero detuning and for four sets of valúes of the remaining 
parameters, corresponding to the four regimes identified in Section 2 (see Fig. 2). In each case we vary the strength 
\x of the parametric forcing, corresponding to taking a particular vertical cut through the (v, /x) parameter plañe 
shown in Fig. 2. We begin with Eqs. (41) and (42) which constitute the restriction of Eqs. (38)-(40) to the invariant 
subspace A = B and summarize our results in the form of bifurcation diagrams. These are constructed by noting 
that Eqs. (41) and (42) imply 
^- | |C| | | 2 = -2||C||2 + /x((C>2+c.c.), (55) 
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Fig. 3. Bifurcation diagrams for ¡3 = 1.5, a = 0.1 as a function of/x for (a) Eqs. (41) and (42), and (b) Eqs. (38)-(40), both for v = 0. 
so that successive intersections of a trajectory with the hypersurface 
l|C||Í2 = ^/x((C)2 + c.c.), (56) 
are always well defined. In fact this surface contains all steady states, while each periodic trajectory intersects it at 
least twice in each period, at the turning points in | |C | |L 2 . In the bifurcation diagrams we plot successive máxima 
\c\ 
X 0.5 
X 0.5 
b) 
\C\ 
X 
d) 
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X 
Fig. 4. Solutions C(x, r) for the parameters of Fig. 3a when (a) /x = 1.6, (b) /x = 3.3, (c) /x = 3.4 and (e) /x = 5.0; (b), (c), and (e) show the spatial profiles of the 
solution at a sequence of equally spaced instants in r, with r increasing upwards in increments of 0.1; (d) shows that the solution (c) lacks spatial reflection symmetry 
and the associated drift in the phase difference 4>c+i — 4>c_i • This (rightward) spatial drift is slow and is not easily seen in the plot (c). 
Fig. 5. Bifurcation diagrams for ¡3 = —1.0, a = 0.1 as a function of ¡i for (a) Eqs. (41) and (42), and (b) Eqs. (38)-(40), both for v = 0. 
of | |C| |L2 a t e a c n valué of ¡JL after transients have died away. In the general case we likewise plot the outward 
intersections with the hypersurface 
l|A||i2 + | | 5 | | Í 2 =At( (A)(¿)+c .c ) , (57) 
corresponding to máxima in | |A|| | + ||Z?||| . Although this procedure for generating bifurcation diagrams is 
convenient for most purposes it suffers from the disadvantage that it is insensitive to drifts of both type I and II. 
Thus additional diagnostics are necessary to identify such drifts. 
4.1. Dynamics in the invariant subspace A = B 
In this section we describe the results of solving Eqs. (41) and (42) with v = 0. 
Case (i): We begin with the case/3 = 1.5, a = 0.1. In this case the spatially uniform solution loses stability first 
at/xi = 1.47asthesystementersthefirstinstabilitytongue,butthenregainsitat/x2 = 3.99 whenitexits the tongue 
before losing it again at ¿¿3 = 4.09 when it enters the second instability tongue (see Fig. 2i). In eachtongue there are 
numerous regimes of chaotic dynamics interspersed with nonuniform but temporally periodic motion, as shown in 
Fig. 3a. Many of these transitions are the result oícrises; others are due to cascades of period-doublingbifurcations. 
The first instability, at IJL\, produces a time-independent but nonuniform state with reflection symmetry, i.e., both 
\C(x)\ and the phase of C, <f>c(x), are symmetric with respect to reflection x -> XQ — x about the same point XQ 
(see Fig. 4a). Owing to the periodic boundary conditions there is a whole circle of such solutions. By \x = 1.7 this 
solution has lost stability at a Hopf bifurcation to an oscillatory but still reflection-symmetric solution resembling the 
solution in Fig. 4a. Once again there is a whole circle of such solutions. After a number of intervals of chaos a stable 
periodic and reflection-symmetric solution is reestablished but with two máxima in the interval 0 < x < 1 (see Fig. 
4b). By ix = 3.4 the reflection symmetry is broken (Fig. 4c). Such asymmetric solutions are produced in steady 
state parity-breaking bifurcations as discussed in Section 3 and are accompanied by spatial drift, i.e., the solutions 
are quasiperiodic. For example, the solution shown in Fig. 4c is accompanied by rightward drift. However, both the 
asymmetry of the orbit and the spatial drift are more clearly seen inFig. 4d, which shows the amplitudes and phases of 
the£ = ±lFouriercomponentsofC;becauseof the spatial drift, the phases take the form</>c±i = ^•2jtcr + g±{r), 
where c is the net drift velocity and the g± are bounded, periodic functions of x. This solution becomes chaotic 
in a small interval followed by a (hysteretic) jump to a new time-independent reflection-symmetric state with two 
different máxima. After a second window with stable uniform SW the system enters the second instability tongue 
and becomes chaotic almost immediately; an example of a chaotic but reflection-symmetric solution in this tongue 
is shown in Fig. 4e for ¡x = 5.0. 
Case (ii): When j3 = -1.0, a = 0.1 one samples a single instability tongue only (see Fig. 2ii). This tongue is 
entered at \x = \xc «a 4.19, where the uniform solution \C\ = constató loses stability (cf Fig. 2ii). The resulting 
bifurcation diagram is shown in Fig. 5a and reveáis the presence of substantial hysteresis between two solution 
branches both of which consist of time-independent and nonuniform solutions with reflection symmetry. Figs. 6a,b 
show typical solutions on the lower and upper branches, respectively. Given the similarity between these solutions 
it is likely that these two branches are in fact connected by an unstable branch of reflection-symmetric solutions 
(not shown in Fig. 5a); we have not, however, computed such unstable solutions. With increasing \x the upper 
branch undergoes a Hopf bifurcation producing reflection-symmetric oscillations, as shown in Fig. 6c for /x = 6.5. 
These oscillations are characterized by periodically occurring pairwise phase slips during which a half-wavelength 
is inserted at one location while at another location a half-wavelength is simultaneously removed. These pairwise 
phase slips preserve reflection symmetry and conserve the overall phase of the pattern in a process that is reminiscent 
of the double phase slips studiedby Granzow and Riecke [23,24]. For \x slightly larger than these oscillations lose 
stability in a parity-breaking bifurcation and begin to drift. With increasing \x the solution acquires a third frequency 
(i.e., C(x, T) becomes triply periodic) and then chaotic. The solution at \x = 7.0 (see Fig. 6d) is quasiperiodic, 
consisting of three frequencies one of which arises from spatial drift; both the asymmetry and the drift are clearly 
seen in the plots of the k = ± 1 Fourier components in Fig. 6e. For larger \x the bifurcation diagram shows several 
intervals of two-frequency C(x,r) (one frequency being the associated drift frequency) interspersed with regions 
of chaos. Finally, Figs. 6f,g show the symmetric chaotic attractor found when /x = 8.0; the corresponding solutions 
exhibit instantaneous drift, but because of the symmetry of the attractor there is no net drift over long times. 
Case (iii): When j3 = —1.0, a = -0.1 the situation is quite different. For these parameter valúes the instability 
of the uniform solution at \xc = 4.19 results in a finite amplitude (but apparently nonhysteretic) jump into a 
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Fig. 6. As for Fig. 4 but for the parameters of Fig. 5a when (a) ¡i = 5.7, (b) ¡i = 6.0, (c) ¡i = 6.5, (d) ¡i = 7.0 and (f) ¡i = 8.0. In (c) phase 
slips occur in pairs because of the reflection symmetry of the solution; this is no longer true in (d) or (f); (e) and (g) show projections of the 
attractors on the amplitudes of the k = ±1 Fourier components corresponding to (d) and (f), and the corresponding time series for the phase 
difference 4>c+l — </>c_i, relative to an arbitrary origin. In the former the artractor is asymmetric and a net driñ is present; in the latter the artractor 
is symmetric and there is no net driñ. 
chaotic state (see Fig. 7a), presumably as a result of a crisis bifurcation. These solutions represent chaotic standing 
waves within Eqs. (41) and (42), Le., these waves retain reflection symmetry (see Fig. 8a). The dynamics in 
this regime are very similar to those described recently by Bayliss and Matkowsky [22] in the context of solid 
fuel combustión. Specifically, at /x = 4.5 a large amplitude solitary wave splits symmetrically into two smaller 
waves that propágate in opposite directions and these collide again after traveling half the length of the domain, 
reconstituting the original wave. By \x = 5.5 the solution has lost its reflection symmetry and the chaotic oscillations 
are now accompanied by a chaotic drift (see Fig. 8b). Solutions of this type are not reported by Bayliss and 
Matkowsky. 
It is of interest to compare the behavior in regions (ii) and (iii). These differ only in the sign of the disper-
sión term. In both cases one finds solutions resembling solitary waves, depression waves (dark solitary waves) 
in case (ii) (e.g., Fig. 6f) and elevation waves (bright solitary waves) in case (iii) (e.g., Fig. 8b). The dominant 
mechanism governing the evolution in the former case appears to be annihilation of neighboring solitary waves, 
Fig. 6. (Continuéd). 
with their spontaneous creation elsewhere, while in the latter case the evolution is driven by splitting events, fol-
lowed by reconstitution. In either case the observed solitary waves resemble those present in the damped nonlinear 
Schródinger (NLS) equation with local parametric forcing [25] with the nonlocal nonlinear term playing the role of 
detuning. 
Case (iv): 2/3 + 1 > 0, of < 0. We have not found any stable spatially nonuniform or time-dependent states in 
this case. 
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Fig. 7. Bifurcation diagrams for ¡3 •• 
[i 6 
-1.0, a = -0 .1 as a function of ¡i for (a) Eqs. (41) and (42), and (b) Eqs. (38)-(40), both for v = 0. 
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Fig. 8. As for Fig. 4 but for the parameters of Fig. 7a when (a) \i = 4.5, and (b) \i = 5.5. 
4.2. Dynamics in the general case 
We now discuss the results of integrating the more general equations (38)-(40) in the same four regimes. Both 
amplitudes are shown as a function of a variable x, where x stands for rj = x + t if the amplitude in question is 
A or § = x — t if the amplitude is B. Consequently, the entire time-dependence of A, B in the time series shown 
below arises from their dependence on the slow time r. Note that despite the possibility that A ^ B the L2 norms 
of these amplitudes on the attractor are always identical. 
(i) ^ = 1.5, a = 0.1. The bifurcation diagram obtained by increasing \x is shown in Fig. 3b. The diagram 
bears a superficial resemblence to that shown in Fig. 3a but a more detailed look reveáis a number of differences. 
These are due to the presence of new types of solutions with A ^ B to which solutions with A = B can become 
unstable; because of (20) and (21), the condition A = B is defined hereafter modulo spatial translations, reflection 
and phase shifts. The results show that the initial instability at \x\ continúes to be to a state in the invariant subspace 
A = B. This solution is initially time-independent and then undergoes a Hopf bifurcation, as in Eqs. (41) and (42). 
A sequence of period-doubling bifurcations leads to chaos but the ensuing chaotic interval already shows some 
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Fig. 9. Solutions A(x, r), B(x, r) for the parameters of Fig. 3b when (a) \JL = 2.6, and (b) \JL = 5.0, projected onto the k = 0, ±1 Fourier 
components. The attractor in (a) is symmetric under interchange of A, B and the solutions are reflection-symmetric. In contrast, in (b) the 
reflection symmetry is broken but remains on average, with A and B both spending significant periods in nearly reflection-symmetric states; (c) 
shows an example of the time evolution of the amplitudes for case (b) in which both A(x, r) and B(x, r) are simultaneously nearly symmetric, 
with r increasing upwards in increments of 0.1; (d) shows the spatial structure at a particular instant in time, with solid (dashed) lines indicating 
A(B). 
differences from that shown in Fig. 3a. The oscillatory solution that emerges from this chaotic window again lies 
in the invariant subspace A = B and henee is identical to that in Fig. 3a. The chaotic dynamics that follow for 
larger /x remain initially in this subspace but with increasing /x lose stability to solutions breaking the interchange 
symmetry. We show an example in Fig. 9a for /x = 2.6. The figure shows the dynamics of the (complex) Fourier 
amplitudes Ao(r), BQ{X) of the k = 0 components of A and B which we use as a diagnostic of the instantaneous 
solution symmetry with respect to the invariant plañe A = B and henee of the presence of type II drift. The lack of 
instantaneous symmetry translates into an instantaneous drift in the phase difference 0AO — 0£o 5 however, because 
of the interchange symmetry of the attractor (Fig. 9a) there is no net or overall drift in 0AO — 0 £ o > m u c n a s there is no 
net drift associated with a reflection symmetry-breaking Hopf bifurcation from a circle of steady states eventhough 
the resulting pattern drifts back and forth [20]. Fig. 9a also shows repeated periods of time during which the 
instantaneous drift is absent and 0AO + 0£o increases instead. These periods correspond to motion near the A = B 
invariant subspace; the time series for 0^o — 0£o s n o w s clearly the resulting periods of approximately constant phase 
difference. The figure suggests that the solution trajectory spirals within this subspace before being ejected in a 
direction normal to it. These ejections out of the invariant subspace appear to oceur intermittently, much as might be 
expected of dynamics associated with a blow-out bifurcation and the so-called in-out intermitteney [27,28]; similar 
behavior occurs in other partial differential equations with reflection-invariant subspaces such as those studied by 
Proctor and Lega [29] or Covas et al. [30]. Also included in Fig. 9a is a plot of | A+i | vs. | A_i | and of the associated 
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Fig. 9. (Continued). 
phases. We use the former as a diagnostic of the spatial symmetry of the solution; in the present case the solution has 
spatial reflection symmetry since | A+i | = | A_i | for all r. The absence of type I drift is confirmed by the absence 
of a drift in the phase difference 0A + Í — 0A_¡ ; the drift in their sum reflects temporal evolution. At \x = 3.27 the 
solution is again periodic and lies in the invariant subspace; it is still reflection-symmetric. After an interval of chaos 
involving states with A / 5 a periodic solution with A = B acquires stability and subsequently disappears in a 
Hopf bifurcation. At \x = 3.65 the stable solution lies in the invariant subspace and is time-independent but still 
nonuniform (cf. Fig. 3a). 
The dynamics in the second instability tongue are almost entirely chaotic; even the periodic windows visible in 
Fig. 3a are now absent. We show an example in Fig. 9b. For this solution A ^ B and spatial reflection symmetry 
\A\3 
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Fig. 10. As for Fig. 9 but for the parameters of Fig. 5b. (a) Amplitude profiles when ¡JL = 4.6. (b) Attractor projections on the k = 0, ±1 
Fourier modes for ¡i = 5.6, showing net type I driñ but the absence of net type II driñ; the corresponding evolution of the spatial profiles of 
the amplitudes is plotted in (c); (d), (e), and (f) show the projections on the k = 0, ±1 modes when [i = 5.67, [i — 6.0 and [i — 6.7. In (d) 
and (e) the interchange symmetry is broken and a net type II driñ has also developed. This driñ has two frequencies in (d) and three in (e). In 
(f) the attractor is symmetric under interchange and the solution shows (sometimes very) long but intermittent trapping in reflection-invariant 
subspaces; no net driñ of either type is present. 
is also broken, as shown by the |Ao| vs \Bo\ and |A+ i | vs |A_i| plots, respectively. Consequently, instantaneous 
drifts of both types are present and these can be discerned from the corresponding phase plots; note that both types 
of drift affect the phases of A±\ and B±\. However, the amplitude plots also show that the solution has both an 
interchange symmetry and a reflection symmetry on average, cf. [26]. Consequently, there can be no net drifts 
of either type. In fact both A(JC, r) and B(x,x) spend much time near the state with spatial reflection symmetry. 
During these periods the instantaneous type I drifts disappear also and the corresponding phases drift along the 
45° line. This is confirmed by the time series for 0¿+ 1 — 0¿_i and 0#+1 — (¡)B_X which show prolonged intervals 
during which either A or B is almost exactly reflection-symmetric (zero instantaneous drift). The time series also 
show that typically this does not happen simultaneously for both amplitudes, Le., that the interchange symmetry is 
almost always broken. This conclusión is confirmed by the time series for 0AO — 0£o • Nonetheless, it is possible 
to find time intervals during which both A(x, x) and B(x, x) are simultaneously almost reflection-symmetric (Fig. 
9c). Such sporadic excursions from the reflection-invariant subspaces are again likely to be the consequence of a 
blow-out bifurcation [27,28]. Fig. 9d shows typical profiles of the associated phases </>A,B(X) m this regime. These 
have a "square-wave" appearance due to the addition or subtraction of half a wavelength when either amplitude 
passes through zero. These phase slips typically occur in pairs but do not occur simultaneously in both amplitudes. 
Similar but time-independent solutions are shown in Fig. 6b. 
(ii) The bifurcation diagram for the case fi = —1.0, or = 0.1 is shown in Fig. 5b and reveáis substantial 
differences from the corresponding diagram in Fig. 5a. The dominant difference is the presence of a "middle" 
branch of reflection-symmetric solutions that break interchange symmetry. These solutions have the special form 
A = Aexp (2TTÍCT), B = B (x)exp (—2TTÍCT), where A, B are different and time-independent (Fig. 10a). As a 
Fig. 10. (Continued) 
result the associated type II drift is constant in time. When the primary uniform solution loses stability the system 
now makes a transition to the middle branch, followed by a jump to the upper branch where A = B (see Fig. 6b) 
as ¡x, is increased further. When ¡x, is decreased sufficiently far on either the middle or the upper branch the original 
spatially uniform solution is recovered. Thus the presence of the middle branch alters dramatically the nature of the 
hysteresis loop shown in Fig. 5a. 
A further significant difference concerns the location of the Hopf bifurcation on the upper branch. This bifurcation 
now occurs at ¡x, «a 4.7, i.e., substantially earlier than in Fig. 4a, and involves a Hopf bifurcation out of the invariant 
subspace A = B. Such a bifurcation generates oscillations in A, B that are symmetric under interchange of A and 
B. The associated phases therefore oscillate about zero, but there is no overall type II drift [20]. Moreover, the 
bifurcated solution retains its spatial reflection symmetry, and henee no type I drift is present. But as ¡x, is increased, 
the spatial reflection symmetry of the periodic solution is lost, and both A and B begin to drift, as shown in Figs. 
10b,c for ¡x, = 5.6. Forthis solution A and B are half aperiod out of phase; consequently, the phases of A±i undergo 
a two-frequeney drift, a type I drift with a net mean due to the spatial asymmetry of the solution and a type II drift 
with zero mean due to the oscillation about A = B (see Fig. 10b). Note that, because of the symmetries (20), at 
ix = 5.6 the system exhibits four different attractors (all 2-tori), two of which preserve the symmetry (23) and thus 
yield reflection-symmetric solutions of Eqs. (5)-(7), while the other two break this symmetry. With increasing ¡x, 
the oscillation about A = B becomes asymmetric as shown in Fig. lOd for ¡x, = 5.67 and the phases acquire net 
type II drift, in addition to the net type I drift already present (compare the (4>AO, 4>BO) plot with the corresponding 
plot in Fig. 10b); because of the reflection symmetries (20) and (21), this solution in fact generates eight distinct 
attracting 3-tori as solutions of Eqs. (38)-(40). None of these attractors preserve the symmetry (23) and thus all of 
them correspond to non-symmetric solutions of Eqs. (5)-(7). By ¡x, = 6.0 this solution has likely undergone a Hopf 
bifurcation to what appears to be a quasiperiodic state (Fig. lOe). This quasiperiodic state lacks both the spatial 
reflection symmetry and the interchange symmetry and henee exhibits net drifts of both type I and type II. The 
resulting state has four independent frequencies; the reflection symmetries therefore genérate eight distinct 4-tori. 
As ix is increased further, the solution undergoes several additional transitions. A chaotic solution with chaotic type 
I and type II drifts is shown in Fig. lOf for ¡x, = 6.7. The corresponding attractor is likely both interchange-and 
reflection-symmetric and henee no net drifts of either type are expected. A plot of 4>B0 ~ <PAQ as a function of x 
(Fig. lOf) confirms this expectation. Note, however, that despite the chaotic motion about the A = B subspace both 
A(x,x) and B(x,x) spend sometimes quite long periods of time very cióse to reflection-invariant subspaces before 
escaping again. As already mentioned, behavior of this type may be associated with the onset of in-out intermitteney 
[27,28]. This behavior is not revealed unambiguously by time series shown in Fig. lOf because the segment shown 
is too short relative to typical "trapping" times which may last several hundred time units. 
(iii) The bifurcation diagram for j3 = -1 .0 , a = - 0 . l is shown inFig. 7b. Accordingto the linear stability results 
the uniform state remains stable until ¡x, = 4.19, where there is an apparently nonhysteretic transition to chaos. 
As before, we associate this transition with a crisis. However, there are again differences between the bifurcation 
diagramsofFigs. 7a,b. Fig. 7b reveáis the presence near ¡x, = 4.4 of awindowoftime-independentbutnonuniform 
solutions with A ^ B that replaces the chaotic solutions found in Fig. 7a. These solutions take the special form 
A = A(x) exp(27ricT), B = B(x) exp(—liricx), where A, B are time-independent but different; consequently, 
constant type II drift is present (see Fig. lia). However, since Á(x), B(x) are symmetric under spatial reflection, 
type I drift is absent. In contrast, at ¡x, = 4.3 we find strongly chaotic but spatially symmetric oscillations as 
illustrated in Figs. llb,c. Since the attractor is symmetric on average about A = B there is no net type II drift. 
Observe that at some times the large amplitude bumps coincide (i.e., the solution lies cióse to the invariant space 
A = B, while at other times the bumps are maximally separated, a behavior reminiscent of the states found by 
Bayliss and Matkowsky [22] in a combustión problem. Fig. 1 Ib suggests that this chaotic behavior is due to the 
presence of an unstable reflection-symmetric solution similar to that shown in Fig. 1 la but lying in the A = B 
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Fig. 11. As for Fig. 9 but for the parameters of Fig. 7b; (a) shows the amplitude profiles when ¡JL = 4.4; (b) shows the projections on the k = 0, ± 1 
Fourier modes when ¡i = 4.3, showing reflection-symmetric solutions with interchange symmetry on average; (c) shows the corresponding 
space-time plots. 
subspace. At higher valúes of/x (e.g., /x = 5.5) the solution is typically strongly chaotic, but with both interchange 
and spatial symmetries on average. 
(iv) 2/3 + 1 >0,o? < 0 . In this case the uniform SW are stable for all v > 0. As in A, we have found no spatially 
nonuniform or time-dependent attractor in this case. 
4.3. Space-time reconstruction 
We have seen that both with and without lateral walls the first nontrivial state of the system is a spatially uniform 
standing wave (SW). This state is characterizedby time-independent amplitudes A and B suchthat \A\ = \B\ = R 
(with R given by (46)) and is stable near onset (because v = 0, see Fig. 2). Subsequent instabilities genérate states 
with nonuniform amplitudes and may preserve the equality A = B (up to translations, reflection and phase shifts) 
or break it. The reconstructed physical field u(x, t) takes the form 
u(x,t) = {|A|e iL(£2t+kx)+i(pA + |5 | e l L ( í 2 í -^ ) + 1 ^+c .c .}u 0 + (58) 
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Fig. 12. The (scalar) field u(x, t), reconstructed from the solution in (a) Fig 
where A(f, x) = A(x - t, t/L) and B(r], x) = B(x + t, t/L) are calculated from (38)-(40) or (41) and (42), 
4>A(X - t, t/L) and 4>B(X +1, t/L) are the phases oí A and B, and L~s> 1. Inthe space-time plots we always take 
kL = 20JT and Í2 = k eventhough the group and phase velocities are usually unequal. The space-time plots are 
drawn around a fixed valué of the slow time x = t/L. Thus in this section we focus first and foremost on the dynamics 
on the advection timescale, i.e., the timescale on which spatial inhomogeneities are advected by the group velocity; 
the dynamics on this timescale are always periodic. Any time-dependence occurring on the slower timescale x 
described in the preceding sections (e.g., phase slips) will occur too slowly to be visible in the reconstructions that 
follow, but manifests itself as a slow modulation of the periodic solutions on the advection timescale, as discussed 
at the end of this section. 
We consider first the case when A and B remain equal, i.e., the fields corresponding to the various solutions of the 
system (41) and (42). Since in this case the solutions C(x, x) are obtained for - 1 / 2 < x < 1/2 the reconstructed 
field occupies - 1 / 2 < x < 0; any inhomogeneity that is advected on the advection timescale is reflected at the 
lateral walls (which are now at x = - 1 / 2 and x = 0). In addition to the spatially uniform standing wave (SW), the 
system exhibits a variety ofpropagative modes, which canbe spatially symmetric or not. The simplest nonsymmetric 
propagative mode arises when C(x) has one localized máximum in —1/2 < x < 1/2. When this máximum lies in 
- 1 / 2 < x < 0 a pulse ofprogressivewavestravelsto the left; when this pulse reenters the domainthroughx = 1/2 
a right-traveling pulse appears at x = - 1 /2 . These pulses propágate in the same direction as the corresponding 
carrier wave. Consequently, the space-time reconstruction on the advection timescale yields a periodic pattern 
of pulses that repeatedly "bounce" off the lateral walls, as in Fig. 12a [10,31]. This figure was generated from 
the single pulse profile shown in Fig. 8a. Away from the máximum the amplitudes of the left-and right-traveling 
components will be comparable and the reconstructed field will therefore consist of strongly interfering carrier 
waves, i.e., of (smaller amplitude) SW. These background SW are clearly visible inthe reconstruction. If, instead, 
c) 
u(x,t) 
. 8a, (b) Fig. 6b and (c) Fig. 4b. 
C (x) has a single localized minimum one obtains a similar pattern of bouncing pulses, but the pulse now propagates 
in a direction opposite to that of the carrier wave and corresponds to an amplitude déficit propagating through a 
background of larger amplitude SW. We show an example in Fig. 12b generated from the solution shown in Fig. 
6b. Symmetric propagative modes arise when C(x) has a pair of localized máxima, a distance 1/2 apart. Since 
the localized máximum in - 1 / 2 < x < 0 is associated with an enhanced amplitude of left-traveling waves in 
- 1 / 2 < x < 0 while the máximum in 0 < x < 1/2 is associated with enhanced amplitude of right-traveling waves 
in - 1 / 2 < x < 0 it follows that the resulting space-time reconstruction will consist of a prominent symmetric 
criss-cross pattern of "pulses" that propágate in the same direction as the carrier waves. We show an example of 
such a state in Fig. 12c reconstructed from the symmetric C (x) profile shown in Fig. 4b. In contrast, if the solution 
C(x) possesses two minima instead of máxima, the reconstructed space-time evolution of the field still consists 
of a criss-cross pattern but now the pulses propágate in opposite direction to that of the carrier waves. When more 
than one localized pulse is present the distinction between bouncing and criss-cross patterns becomes less clear-cut, 
but depends on the distance between the pulses. When this distance is small the system exhibits a bouncing pattern 
in which a pair of pulses travel together from one wall to the other; if instead this distance is cióse to 1/2 the 
system exhibits a criss-cross pattern. Also, the distinction between the progressive waves in the pulses and the SW 
background is not always clear-cut, since it depends on the quantity ||A| - |B||/(|A| + |fi|). When this quantity is 
small the system resembles a SW, while if it is cióse to one it resembles a progressive wave. Since these statements 
apply to the amplitudes of the carrier waves a progressive wave in the above sense is only present if it is localized; 
it then propagates at the group velocity. The dynamics on the advection timescale just described are of course 
modulated on the even slower timescale x. For instance, the attractor in Fig. 4b yields a periodic oscillation between 
the criss-cross pattern in Fig. 12b and a SW. Note that even though these states are generated by solutions of Eqs. 
(38)-(40) in the invariant subspace A = B these solutions do not resemble simple standing waves. 
More generally, nonuniform solutions of Eqs. (38)-(40) with A ^ B yield a variety of propagative modes. Again 
these come in two types. Suppose first that A(x) and B(x) have localized máxima. If A(x) = B(x) to within a 
translation we recover the criss-cross patterns just described. However, it is possible that A(x) ^ B(x) in which 
case the criss-cross pattern is asymmetrical. We show an example in Fig. 13a obtained from the profiles A (x), B (x) 
shown in Fig. lia. Similar symmetrical or asymmetrical criss-cross patterns arising from localized minima can also 
be found. More interesting are the drift modes that arise when one amplitude is constant and the other has a localized 
máximum or minimum. Since ||A||¿2 = | |B | |L 2 , if A dominates B in one part of the domain —1/2 < x < 1/2, B 
must dominate A in the remainder. Consequently a typical drift mode consists of a pulse traveling either in the 
direction of the carrier wave or against it, while in the rest of the domain the amplitudes of left-and right-traveling 
waves are comparable, and the space-time reconstruction looks like a SW. Note that in contrast to the bouncing 
pulses considered above these drift modes consist of a pulse which propagates along the annulus always in the same 
direction. We show an example of such a drift mode in Fig. 13b, obtained from the solution shown in Fig. 10a. 
Note that we use here the term drift to refer to advection at the group velocity. More generally, whenever the 
symmetry (23) is broken, we expect a drift in the reconstructed pattern (which can be seen as type I drift in the 
physical variable u). This symmetry is broken either if (i) A and/or B lose spatial reflection symmetry, or if (ii) the 
symmetry with respect to the invariant subspace A = B is lost. In case (i) the associated type I drift of A and/or B 
results in an £>(e) drift velocity (in unscaled variables) so that the actual group velocities of the counterpropagating 
wavetrains comprising the pattern are 1 ± 0(e). Thus the loss of reflection symmetry splits the effective group 
velocities of the constituent wavetrains, i.e., the velocities of the counterpropagating pulses of progressive waves. 
In contrast, in case (ii) the associated type II drift splits the effective frequencies of the constituent waves and thus 
manifests itself in a slight difference between the phase speeds of the counterpropagating carriers. These drifts are 
too slow to be discernible in the space-time reconstructions in Figs. 12 and 13 and can only be inferred from the 
associated asymmetries. In addition, they can be masked by other slow motions of the reconstructed pattern. 
a) b) 
u(x,t) u(x,t) 
Fig. 13. The (scalar)field u(x, t), reconstructedfromthe solution in (a) Fig. l laand (b) Fig. 10a. 
At first sight the criss-cross patterns identified above are reminiscent of the compression modes encountered 
experimentally in the Faraday system in annular geometry [9]. However, the motion of the nodes in the criss-cross 
patterns identified here is not directly associated with any compression of the wavelength. Instead, it is associated 
with (kinematic) phase slips in the reconstructed pattern at the boundaries of the traveling envelope pulses. These 
phase slips do not change the overall phase difference across the periodic domain, and differ from the ones discussed 
in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 which require either A or B to vanish. 
5. Discussion and conclusión* 
In this paper we have attempted a brief survey of the possible solutions of a pair of parametrically driven weakly 
dissipative nonlinear Schrodinger equations with nonlocal coupling. These equations apply sufficiently cióse to 
threshold of the primary parametric instability and arise whenever the group velocity of the waves is comparable to 
their phase velocity. The range of validity of these equations is determined by the aspect ratio of the system, assumed 
to be moderately large, as described in Section 1. In all cases the primary instability is to a pattern of standing waves 
of uniform amplitude and phase-locked to the drive. However, the secondary instabilities of this state depend on 
the coefficients in these equations; we have identified four distinct regimes exhibiting different dynamical behavior 
arising from such an instability. For zero detuning these results are summarized in the bifurcation diagrams presented 
in Figs. 3,5 and 7. To minimize the number of parameters we have not considered nonzero valúes of the detuning 
parameter, although we are aware that detuning can introduce new types of transitions not discussed in this paper. 
Throughout we have compared the results with periodic boundary conditions with the corresponding ones for 
(nearly) Neumann boundary conditions. This comparison revealed a number of differences between these two 
cases, particularly at larger forcing amplitudes, and demonstrated that with the latter boundary conditions the drift 
mode becomes a bouncing mode as a result of reflection from the boundaries. In addition we have emphasized the 
role played by reflection symmetries. Two such symmetries were found to be particularly important. The absence of 
the first symmetry, an interchange between the amplitudes A and B of left-and right-traveling waves, was found to be 
responsible for the observed type II phase drifts. Such drifts are created spontaneously at a bifurcation that breaks 
this interchange symmetry; their net eífect is to split the overall velocities of the left-and right-traveling carrier 
waves. We also noted that the spontaneous breaking of a second symmetry, a symmetry under spatial reflection 
about a suitably chosen origin, is accompanied by a type I drift. Bifurcations of this type arise as a result of a 
parity-breaking instability, and can involve both stationary and time-dependent states. Their principal eífect is to 
introduce slow large-scale drifts of the patterns. This drift splits the eífective group velocities of the constituent 
wavetrains. 
Riecke [32] has studied a related problem in which the group velocity is takentobe small, C(L _ 1 ) . In this case 
the resulting amplitude equations are coupled more strongly, with a local coupling between the two amplitudes 
and the parametric forcing. In particular, Riecke has studied, in the fully dissipative regime, the stability of the 
corresponding spatially uniform standing waves with respect to long wavelength perturbations and identified a 
bounded región in the (k, /x) plañe where such waves are stable. In this system double phase slips occur at large 
enough forcing in which a phase slip that takes unstable standing waves inside the Eckhaus boundary is reversed 
some time later, leading to persistent periodic or chaotic phase slips. Under appropriate circumstances this process 
may result in localized spatio-temporal chaos [23,24]. In our system we have found no evidence for such localized 
spatio-temporal chaos, presumably because of the global coupling due to 0(1) group velocity. 
The above discussion suggests that a variety of interesting and complex dynamics is to be expected nearthe edges of 
resonance tongues in one-dimensional, moderately large aspect ratio, low viscosity Faraday systems. Consequently 
it would be on interest to relate the four types of basic solutions identified here (the drift and criss-cross patterns with 
periodic boundary conditions, and their counterparts with (near-) Neumann boundary conditions) to experimentally 
observed patterns such as those of Douady et al. [9] on the Faraday system in an annulus. In fact the application 
of the nonlocal equations to such systems is not straightforward even if the experiments satisíy the conditions for 
nearly inviscid dynamics. This is because of the presence of two types of mean flows that accompany the Faraday 
waves and interact with them. In a moderately large aspect ratio system these mean flows sepárate into a nearly 
inviscid flow and a viscous flow, of the type considered by Pierce and Knobloch [33] and Higuera et al. [34], 
respectively. The nearly inviscid mean flow is closely related to that described by the Davey-Stewartson equation 
in the large aspect ratio but strictly inviscid limit. The viscous mean flow is essentially the streaming flow that 
is chiven at the edge of oscillatory boundary layers [35,36] and applies in the low (but nonzero) viscosity limit 
in finite aspect ratio systems. Neither of these descriptions apply to the large aspect ratio Faraday system which 
typically combine the eífects of both large aspect ratio and small but finite viscosity. However, under appropriate 
conditions (e.g., in two-dimensional containers of depth large compared to the wavelength of the primary modes) 
the nonlocal amplitude equations do in fact apply, with the various coefficients calculated as follows: the group 
velocity (which is necessary for our scaling) and dispersión are calculated from the inviscid dispersión relation; 5 
and \x can be takenfrom [37,38], and /3 and y are takenfrom [33]. Since the signof the dispersión changes between 
the gravity and capillary limits, and the signs of the nonlinear coefficients change when the physical parameters 
are varied we expect to see, in large aspect ratio annular containers, both the drift modes and the various types of 
criss-cross modes identified in Section 4. However, even with mean flows included, the resulting description will 
not describe the Eckhaus instabilities reported by Douady et al. [9], suggesting that these experiments fall within 
the hyperbolic regime described in [14]. Note also that Fauve et al. [39] describe the observed drift instability of 
uniform standing waves as the bifurcation to a stationary solution with unequal but uniform amplitudes A, B. Such 
solutions are not present in the weakly dissipative nonlocal description given here which requires that the L2 norms 
of both amplitudes are identical. In particular the instability descnbed by Fauve et al. requires a nonzero real part of 
the nonlinear cross-coupling coefficient between the two waves. We also remark that Thual et al. [40] use the term 
drift instability to refer to the parity-breaking instability of the basic standing wave, and not to envelope modes in 
which one amphtude is uniform in space and the other not. Moreover, the large-scale compression mode descnbed 
by Douady et al. [9,39] differs from the criss-cross modes descnbed above, as explained at the end of Section 4. 
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